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POSITION NAME EMAIL CONTACT 

HM Colin Sorias colinsorias@yahoo.com 305-1053 

Asst HM Allan Girod Hash Cash Lorin Paton 622-5806 
 

Hareline Salma Khan salmakhan_10@hotmail.com 753-8843 

On-Sec Marita Guevara mcguevar@tstt.co.tt 685-3600 

Members 
Betty Agostini, Diane Henderson, Marguerite Aanensen, Joanne Esdale,  
Jordan Scheer, Gerry Soogrim[Hash Booze] 

 

Run:  

861 

Date:  

29 Mar 2014 

Site:  

Moruga 

Hares:  
Harold, Liam, Mahashma, Papa 

Smurf, Dominic, Karl 

Scribe:  

Bushbug 

The last time I had to write something under so much pressure I was in an exam! Anyways, 

here goes… 

As someone fairly new to the hash, I’m still taken 
aback by the inner workings of putting together 

these events especially considering the committees 

are voluntary. Kudos to you guys for all the 
dedication in preparing the runs and keeping the 

community going. With that said, a little word to the 

wise. Due to the nature of the hash and its 
activities, when the On-Sec comes up to you with a 

charming smile and asks you “You mind being the 

scribe for this run? It’s easy, just read the 

newsletter and write something like that.” DO NOT 
DRINK after the run unless you were taking notes 

while hashing! If you “must” drink, don’t do it with 

the HM and he pardner till everything pack up and you’re stopping at every other bar from 
Moruga to Port of Spain! Makes it a little harder to remember stuff… 

And now on to the run.  

On the way down to the site, we began to get a bit 

worried as there wasn’t a sign of a fellow hasher 
nowhere on the way, until we saw Gerry’s vehicle 

going the other way (turns out he was looking for 

roti). Got to the site with enough time to read the 
dailies and chit chat a bit while waiting on the buses. 

When they arrived we were soon under way, that is 

after being filmed by something from the Terminator. 
So we were off and as usual front runners took off 

only to turn back and down into the estate, where if 

I’m not mistaken, I saw one of the junior hares 

scampering with a bag of paper off to the left! After 
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another bout of misdirection early on which included passing a makeshift tent with some 

“seasoning” left out to dry, the run really took off 
and there was some separation of the packs.  

Talk about terrain! And land! It felt like we were 

running through completely different countries at 

certain points, such was the change in vegetation 
and relief of the land, not us (I’m getting to that). I 

don’t know if I was the only one that thought 

Moruga to be a fairly flat area. Boy was I wrong! 
The inclines were indeed a surprise. Especially that 

last set that came back to back. I heard cussing, 

steupsing, names for God I never heard of (and that 
was one person) but that last sequence of hills 

wasn’t easy. For some reason though, the run had 

an even pace I found. The hares were present at 

regular intervals. They also seemed to find some unusual places to put the paper (which seems 
to have gotten expensive) like on spiderwebs and behind trees! Thanks to some thorough 

checking by myself (if I do say so myself) we were taken through a lengthy but enjoyable run. 

The down downs… 

Once again Cory was called out by the HM to be disciplined (surprise!!!) for not wearing his 

poofter jersey and given automatic poofter. Something tells me he in for a hat trick. I could be 

wrong. This run’s poofter turned out to be “Lady Lipstick” (Michal) who was found guilty of 
applying makeup while on the hash, though it was a close call between her and (Matthew) who 

stole and was sharing cocoa from the field. What is it with people grabbing cocoa in the bush 

so??? Special mention went out to an attendee at 

the very first hash (Ian O’ Connor) and virgin Sacha 
who found a “clever” way to drink his beer while 

wearing the pipe. Wasn’t smart enough to realize he 

was coming to run and put on a regular jersey 
though… 

Stray Observations. 

The hares said that where the run was set was the 
smaller section of the land and next time we’ll get 

the “real ting” so prepare yourselves. Also, between 

the GoPros and drone camera and GPs’s present on 

the hashes we might be witnessing the end of the 
“scribes”. Lord knows the pictures helped me 

remember this thing. On On!   

Virgins: Shawna, Kathyann, Brandon, Kelly, Michael, Dan, Yamilet, Lorenzo, Sasha, Ann, Pearl, 
Daniel 

New shoes: Ann, David 

Poofter: Michal 

One of the hashers on POSHHH first run 1984: Ian O' Connor 
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HM’s High-handedness 

Nothing but a High-Grade for this hash on the holiday weekend! With the probable knowledge of 

the existence of latent high-grade in the general hash vicinity; hashers were unperturbed on this 

hot, but idyllic run location. I honestly believe that rarely does it get any better than this for a 
good scout and recce; compliments to the hares and estate hosts on a job well done. About the 

run, the terrain was very varied, with challenging inclines and lovely open running across the 

southern range forest. After the run, hashers were treated to pasteurized goat’s milk and pea 

soup! No big turnout, but those who did, retain a memorable experience. I hear the buses 
stopped at a bar in Princes Town, but finding a particular bar in the South is like looking for a 

particular Chinese shop in Chinatown! I hope they had a good time, ‘cause they made up the 

bulk of the run. Thanks to all those who braved the trip to Moruga. Great hash! 

Enviro-Corner 

Again even better work at this hash. The visibility is there!. Let’s work on this together. Look out 
for your reusable hash beer mugs coming soon! 

Remember Disassemble, Crush & Dispose responsibly. We’re all in this together! 

 

Hareline 2014 

RUN# 
DATE 
(2014) 

HARES SITE & INFO 

863 Apr 26 Ozama bin Hashin’ Union Rd., Tabaquite 

864 May 10 The Late Haydn Als TBA 

865 May 24 Mags/ Jo Toco Mn. Rd., Balandra 

866 Jun 7 Arima Spartans TBA 

867 Jun 19 Jamaica HHH/ Overseas 2014 New Kingston, Jamaica 

868 Jun 21 Jamaica HHH/ Overseas 2014 Portland, Jamaica 

NIL Jun 21 TBA/ Hash Run Trinidad TBA 

NIL Jun 22 POS HHH/ Overseas 2014 Frenchman’s Cove, Port Antonio, Jamaica 

 

 

Upcoming Events 

• Apr 20 – Easter Sunday – Hash Easter Lime…Stay tuned to website for details 

• May 24 – Hash Run North East Trinidad: Balandra 

• TBA - Hash Windball Cricket Match – Interested hashers please register NOW with the On-Sec 

• Jun 19 – 23 : Overseas 2014 – Jamaica 

• Oct 23 – 26 : Tobago Hash Weekend – Standby for package details & booking info 


